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THE LIBRARY IS CLOSED TO VISITORS
“It is the absolute worst decision that I’ve made in the time I’ve been in public office.”

Michael Nutter, Mayor of Philadelphia, March 2014
things are good
US Book Stores & Public Libraries

Book stores and public libraries of the United States as of Summer 2013.
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internet of places
Bay Area Book Festival

June 6-7, 2015

Vision

The Bay Area Book Festival will be one of the largest, most innovative and inclusive literary events to take place in Northern California. Picture this:

The sun shines off the bay as 100,000 residents and visitors fan out at UC Berkeley and the City of Berkeley's downtown Arts & Culture District. They've come to discover 150 leading authors along with new books, literary organizations, and services that can enhance their
public schools
city data center
The New York Public Library presents

BUILDING INSPECTOR

Kill Time. Make History.

Welcome citizen cartographers!
Help unlock New York City's past by identifying buildings and other details on beautiful old maps.

GET STARTED
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Where is the New World?
streaming
subscription
Woy Woy Library

These Library Books are for your use and Members are asked to assist us in keeping them Clean and in Good Order.

CONDITIONS

Books must be returned within 14 days

Subscription Fee 1/6 per book
Exchange 3d. per book

All books remain the property of this library

L. S. SMITH, Librarian

Electric Press, 267 Elizabeth St., Sydney.
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credits

"Sharing music, Roman style" by Ed Yourdon, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/yourdon/3088582622/

"cruz" by Steev Hise, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/steev/21335096/

“View Toward the Rain Garden Reading Room" by Susan Smith, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/cellphonesusie/10171129545

KH-9 spy satellite by Joe Loong, CC BY-SA 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/joelogon/6167793557/

"Silberanhänger im indischen Design mit grüner Jade" by indien-schmuckkunst, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/indien.../4809020857/

"traditional haircut in the alley" by Charles Chan, CC BY-ND 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/charles_chan/424904118/

"butterfly morning" by jennifernish, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/jennifernish/7957948436/
"Library is Closed" by littlestar19, CC BY-NC 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/littlestar19/2188581194/

"Digital Orca 2011" by Gord McKenna, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/gord99/6108080202/

"people of Oakland!" by Angela Sevin, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/angela7/6308628570/

"Woy Woy library subscription library book circa 1930s" by Gostalgia, CC BY-NC 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/gostalgia/6514416313

"Zložený minulý čas" by Drunk Photographer, CC BY-SA 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/ksyz/5062499236/

"Puppets fromyogya aka wayang thengul" by micro.cosmic, CC BY-SA 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/27494734@N07/3284248959/

“The Free Library of Philadelphia punch” by Go to PlanPhilly, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/64238041@N07/6984625819/
credits

“Childrens’ Book Festival VIII” by Princeton Public Library, CC BY-NC 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/princetonpubliclibrary/9858613083/

"New World Lockdown" by Anthony Fine, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/huntergather/4638220508

"Neighborhood" by tanakawho, CC BY-NC 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/28481088@N00/8186904395/

"October 4: Optical Boundaries" by UNIONDOCS, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/uniondocs/5054969092/

"Quemando cultura" by Paula, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
http://www.flickr.com/photos/comounpezenelagua/2193929716/

"Frankfurt Plaque by robives, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/robives/8059937289/

„Chasing Birds at #huntlibrary” by Kimberly Dufresne,
http://d.lib.ncsu.edu/myhuntlibrary/images/519
credits

"booksprint" by Open Knowledge Foundation, CC BY 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/okfn/11046298224/

"No alla riformagelmini" by jerikOne, CC BY 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/jerik0ne/5225199518/

"Cockatoo Island" by Brian Yap, CC BY-NC 2.0
http://www.flickr.com/photos/yewenyi/2682960485

"shout" by George Laoutaris, CC BY-ND 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/laoulaou/4121958675/

"Protesta alrededor del Congreso contra los Presupuestos del 2013" by Popicinio, CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
www.flickr.com/photos/popicinio/8129090238/

"High Voltage" by Carla Wosniak, CC BY 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/carlawosniak/9502533512

"New York Public Library, Nov 2012 - 01" by Ed Yourdon, CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
https://www.flickr.com/photos/yourdon/8265994937